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ABSTRACT
There are 8,793 female active duty service members in the Army who are single parents.
There is little research that focuses on the experiences of the enlisted active duty single
mother as opposed to studies on the impact single motherhood has on their dependents.
Informed by sociological theory, military history, and previous research, this research
explores how single active duty enlisted women negotiate and balance the two roles of being
a mother and a soldier. Research was conducted through purposive snowball sampling by
gathering semi-structured interview data with single mothers between the ages of 18-40 who
served in the Army under enlisted status. This research explores and analyzes the role
conflict that emerges when the dual roles of mother and soldier intersect. Results indicate
that the role conflict experienced is reflective of rank separating into two categories: junior
enlisted and senior enlisted. Junior enlistees expressed a more difficult time reconciling the
two roles, while senior enlistees communicated that the soldier role was first with little
conflict. In addition to the differences experienced, each group expressed similarities in two
ways: that the Army, as an institution and interpersonally, provided emotional and physical
support for them as single mothers, and that each group found pride in the self-sufficiency of
their children. This research provides in-depth exploration of the role conflict between being
a mother and a solider furthering insight into the greedy institutions of the family and the
Army. This research also contributes to literature discussing how women inhabit male
dominated spaces.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Today, the Army is the largest branch of the military with 473,700 service members
while 377,980 of those service members are enlisted1 active duty soldiers. The family
demographics of the military, since it became an all-volunteer force (AVF), are constantly
shifting with more dual-military2 and single military families with children than ever before.
Of enlisted personnel, 3.9% of single parents are pay grades3 E1-E4, 7.8% are E5-E6, and
10.3% are E7-E9 (Department of Defense; Defense Manpower Data Center). The most recent
Army demographic profile reports that 8,793 single mothers currently serve in active duty
enlisted (Department of Defense; Defense Manpower Data Center). These statistics becomes
more meaningful when we look at the deployed rate of Operation Iraqi Freedom. The Army
has the highest deployment rate of 73% of service members being deployed to Iraq or
Afghanistan for at least one deployment (Baiocchi 2013). For the first eight years of
Operation Iraqi Freedom, more than 30,000 single mothers had been deployed to Iraq and
Afghanistan (Mulhall 2009). The average deployment for one tour within the Army is twelve
consecutive months (Baiocchi 2013). 30,000 single mothers were away from their children
for at least one year in a warzone with little to no contact with their families. Begging the
question, what is the demand of active duty Army service members and how is that
compatible, or not, with the family?
The military is notorious for the institutional demands that it places on its members
(Bowen 1993; Chapin 2009; Vuga and Juvan 2013). The demands that service members are
Enlisted soldiers are soldiers who perform specific jobs for the Army. Unlike a
Dual military is a term used for married couples where both individuals are service
members in the military.
3 Pay grade is the soldier’s rank. However, the soldier is never referred to as their pay
grade but the corresponding title that is accompanied with it. A chart for this can be
found in the appendix D
1
2
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faced with is long term separation from families, such as deployment or specialty training,
frequent relocations, the mentality of ‘Army First’, and in some cases a service member’s life
(Bowen 1993; Chapin 2009; Vuga and Juvan 2013). For active duty service members, the
demands are simple. The service member is on full-time 24-hour duty for seven days a week.
This does not mean that a solider is working for this full amount of time but rather that they
are always on duty, so they can be called in at any moment. For active duty, soldiers4 cannot
be more than two hours away from their permanent duty station. Active duty is different from
the reserves and National Guard because with the latter two, the service member only attends
training once a month near their home and is able to hold a full time civilian job. Depending
on the military occupational specialty (MOS), a soldier can work a variety of job hours.
Some require frequent trainings on the weekends or monthly long and some require shift
work consisting of working 12 hours on night shift, 6pm-6am, or day shift, 6am-6pm.
Without the extra demands of the military, the family as an institution in general requires a
constant devotion of time and emotion from its members (Segal 1986). For women, this
demand is even more prominent with the ideology of child-centric mothering, which is the
ideology that the time a mother has is suppose to be constantly devoted to her child (Hays
1996).
The military has always struggled with how to reconcile women in the military with
their family obligations. With the start of Operation Iraqi Freedom, this has become a highly
discussed topic in the media and Army officials. During the gulf war, Operation Desert
Shield/Storm, women began to play a vital role in the war participating in deployment as
combat ready soldiers, even though it was not an open position for them through Army
Traditionally, soldier is only used to refer to the Army while service member can
encompass any member of any branch of the military.
4
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policy. Since the military has recognized the vital role women play with Major General Gale
Pollock, “Without women we would not make our volunteer numbers, so if we destroy the
interest of women to volunteer it puts us in a particularly bad place, because the nation does
not want a draft (Tyson 2008).
The military policy has not adapted to the desire for a family or the societal pressure
that women act as the caregiver of the family. One policy that the Army has for single
parents is called the Family Care Plan. The Family Care Plan is required by the Department
of Defense if you are a single parent or dual military. This plan ensures that your children are
taken care of while you are deployed either for short term, lasting less than 30 days, or long
term situations, lasting longer than 31 days. However, this plan has no civilian legal
implications. There have been a number of legal cases where women have returned from
deployment and not received custody of their child back because civilian courts have ruled
that they are ‘insufficient’ mothers (Mann 2008; Kocieniewski 2009). The failure to protect
their service members leaves the retention rate of women low in the military with Major
General Gale Pollock stating “The constraints on reproduction, child rearing, and family are
a key factor leading to many female soldiers to quit the Army and discourages many civilian
women from enlisting” (Tyson 2008). This leaves many asking if the military can intact a
Soldier and Sailor Relief Act of 2003 that protects against credit card debt, job loss, and loan
repayment when service members are deployed and return from deployment, then why can’t
they protect single mothers?
All of this paints an illuminating picture for what the world of the military may be
like for a single mother. Despite the decreased retention rates of women in the Military, the
aforementioned statistics tell us that 8,793 of women currently serving are enlisted single
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mother soldiers. This research will focus on exploring the perspectives and experiences of
single active duty mothers and how they negotiate the two roles of being a mother and a
soldier.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The Greedy Institution
A greedy institution, theorized by Lewis Coser (1974), is described as an institution
that requires “exclusive and undivided loyalty” while also eliminating or reducing competing
roles and status positions (4). This is all to say that in everyday life individuals are faced with
competing roles and time restraints from other institutions, however, a greedy institution is
one that requires unwavering devotion and makes absolute claims on members (Coser 1974).
A greedy institution has other encompassing characteristics placed upon its members as it
attempts to create an insider/outsider mentality based on intangible barriers. Coser created
three criteria points for a greedy institution. First, greedy institutions are voluntary in that
their members can ‘choose’ to participate. Second, greedy institutions members can
participate in social gatherings outside of the institution but their position and status as a
member of the greedy institution creates a barrier between members and non-members.
Lastly, greedy institutions create an environment that is perceived as highly desirable by
members. It becomes irresistible by the benefits it promises. All of these characteristics is
steps towards the goal of a greedy institution which is to isolate its members from nonmembers. This in its entirety works to create an insider/outsider mentality, thus reinforcing
the unwavering devotion to the institution. An example that Coser uses in his theory is the
role of a priest. The church exercises control over the priest by maintaining that he remains
celibate throughout his lifetime as well as total devotion to the church’s beliefs. Thus,
creating a separation between the priest and other church members (Coser 1974).
The Total Institution
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A total institution, theorized by Erving Goffman in 1961, can be defined as a place
where a group of individuals are separated from the rest of society through the use of force
and physical barriers (1961). An important characteristic of a total institution is the ability to
exert total and complete control over all aspects of members’ lives. Goffman identifies four
types of total institution each one embodying a different form of total control over member’s
lives. The first he states are institutions that are established solely to be care facilities for
individuals deemed “incapable and harmless (4).” The second are institutions for that house
special needs such as blind, aged, or orphaned. Third are institutions that are created to house
individuals who are considered threats to their self or others such as jails or detainment
centers. The fourth, “purportedly established the better to pursue some work-like task and
justifying themselves only on these instrumental grounds” (5), can be identified as army
barracks. Lastly, institutions that are designed to be sanctuaries away from the world such as
monasteries are classified as the fifth total institution. Goffman describes several
characteristics for what qualifies an institution as one of totality. The first characteristic is
that members of the institution conduct every aspect of their life in the same place under the
same authoritarian figure. The next two characteristics are similar in that the individual’s
activities are within the company of other members and all activities are tightly scheduled for
every member by the authoritarian figure. Lastly, the activities organized are all established
with the institutional goals in mind (Goffman 1961).
Greedy Versus Total institutions
The theories of total and greedy institutions set forth by Goffman and Coser,
respectively, seem to be very similar in that each exercises an extent of control over the lives
of members in the institution. Another similarity between the two is that the process of
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resocialization is one that acts as an institutional device to increase member’s commitment to
the institution. However, the execution of resocialization is different in both theories.
Resocialization was mentioned in Goffman’s Asylums to describe the process of the
individual learning the acceptable behaviors of the institution (1961). Goffman discussed
resocialization in the context of inmates and their acted behavior of not acting ‘socially
acceptable’ (1961). For Goffman, a primary process that happens during resocialization is the
degradation ceremony, a ceremony that removes the individual rights of the person when
they first enter the institution. This process of a degradation ceremony is not described in a
greedy institution. But a form of resocialization is which is described by as ‘professional
socialization’ (1974). Professional socialization is the processes that new member’s go
through to learn the organizations values. This is through a subtle process that is more
implicit than that of the degradation ceremony (Coser 1974).
The stark difference between the greedy and total institutions is seen through their
recruitment process. Greedy institutions are primarily volunteer based and do not use
physical force to keep members (Coser 1974). For explain, Goffman’s analysis of a total
institution is from the prospective of life in a mental asylum. Goffman’s participate
observation reveals ways in which the asylum staff utilize lock doors and strait jackets to
encompass and restrain members (1961). While greedy institutions utilize symbolic, nontangible methods such as making the institution seem invaluable and like the member’s only
option in society (Coser 1974).
The Army as a greedy and total institution
Most research classifies the Army as both a total and greedy institution because of the
Army’s ability to demand complete unwavering commitment from members as well as
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exercising total control over members’ lives (Segal 1986). The Army has been classified as a
greedy institution since it is, now, an All-Volunteer Force (AVF), which means that members
sign up without perceived coercion or force from recruiters. Second, Army members are
allowed to participate in events outside of the Army, however, they are always there as a
soldier. Through their position and status as a soldier, the Army requires them to always
uphold the intrinsic values of being a solider. This separation of member versus non-member
is also apparent if the soldier attends an event wearing their uniform. The stark contrast
between uniform and civilian clothing creates a symbolic divide. Lastly, The Army provides
benefits for its members that are not found in the civilian world such as free healthcare, free
housing, educational benefits and numerous other benefits for both the soldier and family. On
top of all of this, the Army requires unwavering devotion from soldiers. As an institution
itself, the Army functions on a number of personal and family sacrifices by service members
and their families (Blanchard 2012:84). A few of these include frequent relocations,
extended separations from service members and family, and the mentality of ‘Army First’
(Bowen 1993; Chapin 2009).
The ways in which the Army has been classified as a total institution is when the
Army had the draft during the Vietnam War. This was a forceful tactic to get soldiers by
having them either use the Army or jail. During basic training, the Army requires soldiers to
live in the barracks, which are dorm like rooms for trainees and single soldiers. During basic
training, the Army also has the trainees on a strict schedule as well as the inability to live
base except for designated days. The ability to leave base is also only earned when the
soldier reaches a certain phase in basic training. This aspect of the Army has classified it as a
total institution. The Army’s basic training has been classified by past research as the
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resocialization process for soldiers due to the completion of a degradation ceremony.
(Bourne 1967; Segal 1986; Karner 1998; Levy 2000). Some research has even looked at the
purpose of basic training to re-socialize soldiers as hyper-masculine and create an
idealization of the warrior figure (Karner 1998; Levy 200). The idea of hyper-masculinity
and hegemonic masculinity within the military institution will be explored further in the
section of gendered institutions. This is important to understand for my study when
understanding the perspectives of participants on their identity as women in the Army.
The classification of the military as a total institution fills in the holes that the greedy
institution was unable to fulfill because Goffman’s total institution theory explained the
contractual commitment service members enter in to, the isolating effect of the military base,
the implementation of the uniform, and the unwavering hierarchy of command (1961).
However, the points that the total institution falls short that the greedy institution is able to
fulfill is the voluntary entrance, living outside of the military base, paid leave, and
compensation for their service (ie: educational benefits, lifetime healthcare after retirement)
(Coser 1974).
The Family as a Greedy Institution
Since my research question involves the two roles of the solider and the mother, it is
important to not only understand the Army as an institution but also the family. Unlike the
Army, the family is described as a greedy institution but not as a total institution. As a greedy
institution, it places high demands on the individuals involved (Vuga and Juvan 2013). In
Coser’s theory of the greedy institution, he uses the role of the housewife to show the
greediness of the family institution by stating that the housewife is required to take care of
the children, clean, and prepare meals all for the members of the family without any
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consideration for her own needs (1974). According to Segal (1986), the family places
extreme expectations on its members that require constant expression of love towards other
members and unwavering devotion. Another important characteristic of the greedy institution
that it encompasses is that the survival of the family institution is entirely dependent on the
loyalty of its members (Segal 1986; Soeters et al. 2003) Although, the family does not have
all of the characteristics of the greedy institution set forth by Coser because it is not
necessarily always a volunteer entrance for members (Segal 1986). However, the family
encompasses enough characteristics of the greedy institution by requiring time demands and
emotional devotion for this classification to be relevant.
Gendered Institutions
With the discussion of females entering male dominated spaces, it is critical to this
research to understand how institutions are shaped by gender. But to understand how an
institution is shaped by gender, perspectives of gender must be explored. This section will
first discuss gender through a ethnomethodology lens and the social constructionist lens.
Then it will explain how gendered and gendering institutions are formed and reproduced.
Finally, this section will bring together the theories in connection with the two institutions of
the family and the Army.
Gender Perspectives
Pervious research involving gender in the military and the family has understood
gender through a social constructionist lens (Lorber 1994; Ridgeway and Correll 2004;
Risman 2004; Silva 2008). At the core of this view is seeing gender as a social structure
rather than a fixed biological standard. Risman (2004: 430) defines gender as a “socially
constructed stratification system” that produces the division of labor as gendered, creates the
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organizational lens of the gendered public and private spheres, and structures the gendered
ideology of society. Our engaging in gender frames produces this reproduction of gendered
inequality. Gender frames are, described by Ridgeway (2011), overly simplified schemas that
allow people to base and adjust their behavior. This oversimplified scheme is rooted in the
ideology that gender acts as a frame to base social relations off of. Institutions, such as
traditionally male dominated ones use the gender status belief that men are inherently better
at public sphere work in their hiring and promotion process (Ridgeway 2001). Ridgeway
(2011) uses the booming business of information technology (IT) firms as a way to
demonstrate how the frame of men being inherently better in this field are reluctant to change
and can reproduce gendered ideology. IT firms are used because the field is traditionally a
male dominated field so when women enter the space, they face resistance because women
do not fit into the previously established frames of an IT worker (Ridgeway 2011). The social
constructionist lens will allow my research to understand how the female soldier is
constructed and the implications of it.
Another very popular way of interpreting gender is through the symbolic
interactionism and ethnomethodology lens. These two lenses understand gender through
what is known as “Doing gender” (West and Zimmerman 1987). Doing gender is the
ideology that qualities and behaviors that have been traditionally male or female are learned
by the social interactions an actor has with their surroundings. Doing gender is tied to
creation of labeling the child into a sex category and produced by individuals around the
child by socializing them to what is ‘acceptable’ and ‘not acceptable’ within their respective
sex (West and Zimmerman 1987). This is controlled by what West and Fenstermaker (1995)
define as accountability. Basically, actors “manage conduct in anticipation of how others
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might describe it on a particular occasion” (West and Fenstermaker 2002:212). This is
different from the social constructionist view as it focuses on gender as an active rather than
passive process highlighting the way that situational forces may influence the way a female
does gender (West and Zimmerman 1987; West and Fenstermaker 1995). This concept is
useful when looking at women in male dominated situations such as that of a soldier because
it draws our attention to the everyday actions of a female soldier and the way in which she
creates and recreates what it means to be a woman specifically a woman soldier (Herbert
1998). Risman (2009) in from “Doing to Undoing: Gender as we Know It” brings up an
interesting point in the way that we interpret doing gender. Risman states that if there is an
ability to do gender then there is an ability to undo gender. Undoing gender is described
when the distinctions between people based on traditional sex categories are challenged
(2009). Risman’s paper on undoing gender provides a good place of analysis for my research,
as it is crucial that I read through a feminist lens and recognize when my interviewees are
undoing gender. These two approaches to understanding gender will be useful in my analysis
of how single mother soldiers construct their identities between being a good mother and an
ideal solider. The two approaches of social constructionist and ethnomethodology will allow
a deeper analysis of the Army and the family institution.
Two theories that will help in understanding this research through gender are the
theories of gendered and gendering institutions. A gendered institution, a theory coined by
Joan Acker, is described “that gender is present in the processes, practices, images, and
ideologies, and distributions of power in the various sectors of social life (1992:567).” Acker
sets forth three ways in which to understand and analysis the gendered process that
institutions undergo. The first, she states, is the apparent decisions and procedures that result
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in the segregation, exclusion, and construction of hierarchies that are often based on race and
gender (1992:568). This process can also be covert and displayed through subtle processes.
Second is the institutional construction of symbols, images, and ideologies that give authority
to the institution (Acker 1992). This is accomplished through hegemonic masculinity,
“masculinity which is culturally ascendant (Messner 1989:85)” within the institutional
hierarchy. For example, Acker states that for a gendered institution to be perceived as
successful, the leaders within the institution are portrayed using traditionally masculine
characteristics such as aggressive, goal oriented, and competitive (1992:568). This extends to
even the idea of gender-neutral roles and institutions. Many roles that are labeled as genderneutral are described through traditionally masculine characteristics (Acker 1992:568). This
process of associating traditionally masculine characteristics with gender-neutrality and
success is hegemonic masculinity (Acker 1992; Connell and Messerschmidt 2005).
The other theory is that of a gendering institution, theorized by Michael Messner,
which is defined as an “institution that helps to construct the current gender order (1989).”
This means that the institution reproduces the current gender order by constructing masculine
and feminine identities. Messner used sports and the construction of the masculine identity as
a way to bring to life what a gendering institution is. A gendered institution uses hegemonic
masculinity to instill institutional hierarchy while a gendering institution uses hegemonic
masculinity to construct the culturally ideal masculinity as well as construct a male
domination over women and other subordinated masculinities (Messner 1989:85). To clarify
hegemonic masculinity is not a concept that is conceptualized by stereotypical gender roles
but rather one that is defined by the constructing the gender order (Connell and
Messerschmidt 2005). Although, the concept of hegemonic masculinity is a highly contested
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term (Connell and Messerschmidt 2005), it is useful when looking and understanding how
this group of women position themselves within the institutions of the family and the
military. Both theories will be utilized to understand the family and military institutions in
terms of their contribution to the construction of feminine and masculine identities.
The Military as a Gendered and Gendering Institution
The military follows a sort of pervasive process to be a gendered institution in that it
values a model of masculinity that is hegemonic within it’s practices (Connell 1987; Acker
1992; Abrams 1993; Herbert 1998; Silva 2008). Masculinity is at the center of the military
institution. For example, the pervious discussion of the resocialization process known as
basic training has been studied to show that masculinity is the principle quality instilled
during this process (Barrett 1996; Karner 1998). Basic training is known for changing ‘boys
to men’ and creates a ‘ready for war’ unit (Barrett 1996). In this way, the masculine ideal in
the military becomes entangled with violence and aggression (Barrett 1996; Karner 1998).
For instance, when looking at masculine hegemony in the United States Navy, Barrett (1996)
found that the emphasizing of traditionally masculine characteristics such as discipline,
endurance, and rationality were created in direct opposition to what was defined as
femininity, which was caring, weak, and emotional. These emphasized traditionally
masculine characteristics reflect socialized notions of the ‘tough warrior’ in the military
(Barrett 1996). Barrett (1996) found that the intensity of focus on the masculine
characteristics were met with an intensive ‘othering’ of women, who were described in her
interviews as completely the opposite. In this research, the definition of masculinity within
the Navy is created in complete opposition to femininity and the socialization of the warrior
taught in basic training is reinforced through these constructed definitions (Barrett 1996).
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Evidence for this is found within military policy that constricted the roles in which women
were allowed to fill within the military (Herbert 1998; Silva 2008). However, this evidence
of exclusion based on policy comes into question since the Army has recently changed its
policy on women holding combat positions. This concept of masculinity and femininity has
been studied separately from policy with a focus on professional socialization within the
ROTC world. Jasmine Silva (2008), in her study of Army ROTC cadets navigating between
being a student and being a cadet, found that the military rejects traditional notions of
femininity by constructing the solider as having “self-control, assertiveness, and
determination” (941). These traditionally masculine characteristics seem to be in constant
contradiction with what was defined as femininity: caring, connected, and compromised
(Silva 2008). This research shows that the military is not only a gendered institution but also
a gendering institution (Barrett 1996). The gendering institution of the military constructs the
gendered identity of hegemonic masculinity and reinforces this construction through a
rigorous basic training as well as intrapersonal experiences that help to gender the members
of the institution.
The Family as a Gendered and Gendering Institution
The family is classified as a gendered and gendering institution. Although, Joan
Acker makes a point to say that the main point of the gendered institution is that it is defined
by the absence of women in the space (1992:567). Acker states the family is the only
institution that the female has had a central role in its domain (1992:567). That is not to say
that the institution of the family is not gendered but rather it serves a different function in that
it is held in a separate, private sphere and primarily used as a means of reproduction rather
than production (Acker 1992). Acker states that the family is the only social institution that
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has women as a focal point therefore; Messner’s concept of gendering could explain why the
family is structured to perpetrate that. A women’s role within the family institution is that of
domestic, private sphere work. As the woman being the central role in this institution, it
reproduces the gendered ideology of ‘women’s work’ as the caregiver and nurturer. In
Pauline Hunt’s (1983) study of an English village and the division of labor, she found that
family and childbirth was central to their life experience. Furthering this concept, research
has found that even when women earn wages along their husband’s they are still expected to
uphold their family obligations because it is understood that the husband is the primary
breadwinner (Connell 1987; DeVault 1991). In Marjorie DeVault’s book “Feeding the
Family” (1991), DeVault finds that the family reproduces the gendered roles in our society as
well as the subordination of women in society. DeVault (1991) finds that as long as
household work is deemed to be collectively understood as women’s work then couples will
learn to associate womanliness with the family which will be sustained by their by their
practices. Masculine begins to become associated with the breadwinner role as feminine
becomes associated with the caregiver roles (Connell 1987; DeValut 1991). Thus, the family
acts as a gendering and gendered institution in that it’s members learn to associate what is
deemed to be the ideal roles for each gender and then the roles are sustained through
practices that reproduced these learned ideologies.
With the frameworks of how the military is seen as a greedy, total, gendered and
gendering institution as well as how the family is seen as a greedy, gendered and gendering
institution, we can begin to look at constructions of motherhood and the female soldier. This
will help frame our discussion of single parenthood within the military and the family.
Constructions of Mothering
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With the establishment of the family as a greedy, gendered and gendering institution,
it is crucial to look at how motherhood has been defined and constructed in our society. This
section will look at how past research has described motherhood as well as what past
research has found in the ways in which motherhood is expressed.
The history of single motherhood and the societal expectations that encompass that
role are prevalent within past research. Historically, motherhood and the action of mothering
have been intrinsically connected to biological reproduction (Oakley 1971; Rich 1976; Glenn
1994). The biological reproductive ideology brought forth the idea that women are the one
and only caregivers which resulted in mothering as an alienated isolated job because the child
becomes central to the mother’s life (Oakley 1971; Rich 1976). Despite the common
ideology found in society of mothering, research has shown that women construct their own
meanings of motherhood and their own compromises (Glenn 1994). Comparing women in
different ethnic groups and similar income levels, research found that each group adopted
strategies to cope with the demands of mothering as well as women’s entrance into the public
sphere (Glenn 1994). In addition to this, research has also suggested that mothers who fall
outside of the typical United States middle-class white woman have different responsibilities,
such as earning a wage to support their child, that are intrinsic to their mothering (Glenn
1994).
Today, dominant narratives of motherhood include two different ideologies:
intensive mothering and motherwork. Intensive mothering, a term coined by Sharon Hays
(1996), is defined by the beliefs that a mother should invest all her time and money into her
children, so an employed mother is incompatible with that of mothering. In her study, Hays
found that the ideology of intensive mothering was upheld between class lines and between
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working versus nonworking mothers. However, Hays found that working mothers, primarily
poor mothers, felt a larger role conflict between fulfilling the ideology of mothering while
also balancing employment (1996). The conflict felt by working mothers who were not
actively engaged in constant activities with their children resulted in a feeling of guilt or
shame from the thought that these mothers could be depriving their children (1996). Research
has built upon Hays theory of intensive mothering showing that women assume the labels of
caregiving and nurturer when becoming mothers which could explain the increase in workfamily conflict than men (Thompson and Zerbinos 1995).
In contrast to this, Patricia Hill Collins shifts the narrative to centering the mothering
experiences of women of color. Collins coins the term motherwork, which is defined as a
compromise of the two dualities between private and public sphere work and their
incompatibility. Collins explains motherwork through the statement “work for the day to
come (1994:48).” Work for the day to come highlights how mothers do what needs to be
done to provide for their child. Motherwork is a form of survival that could take the form of
caring for multiple kids in the mother’s community or working long hours. Her ideology of
motherwork highlights how different groups of communities define successful motherhood
differently.
Past ideology established mothering have shown that society sees it as a biological
expectation placed upon a woman. However, the way that women practice mothering is
different between ethnic groups as well as cultures. Two ideologies of mothering are
presented, intensive mothering and motherwork, showcasing two primary ways in our society
that women practice mothering. This will be followed with the construction of the female
soldier, which will allow better insight to the single mother in the Army.
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History of Female Solider
With the discussion of masculinity and femininity in the military, it is important we
understand how the women first entered the military and how they have been constructed.
This will be accomplished by discussing the history of the female soldier. Women first
entered the U.S. military during the revolutionary war in 1775, occupying caregiving
positions as contracted workers, which means that they were unable to receive the benefits
from the military and worked under a separate industry name (Department of Defense 2016).
Most notably, women occupied the role of nurses in domestic military hospitals until 1861.
In 1861, during the civil war, women were recruited in the military as spies and nurses.
However, these roles did not receive the benefits or regulations that male service members
received. With the success of contracted nurse, the military established the Army Nurse
Corps that allowed nurses to be trained through the military with a contract of three years
(Department of Defense 2016). It is important to note, that during this time women were
unofficially recruited and served in combat positions without being formally acknowledge by
the institution itself (Francke 1997). In 1943, the establishment of the Women’s Army Corps
(WAC) allowed women to serve in the Army in the fields of medical, clerical, driving and
baking. The purpose of this act was to last six months and to ‘free a man to fight.’ WAC gave
women the same benefits, regulations, pay, and status as a military member. After the end of
World War II and the dismantling of the WAC, in 1948, the Department of Defense brought
forth the Women’s Armed Services Integration Act that stated women serving in the Armed
Forces were subject to follow the regulations of their respective branch and able to receive
full benefits for their service like their male counterparts (Department of Defense 2016).
Nonetheless, women were still excluded from MOSs. In January 2015, the all-volunteer force
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(AVF) lifted the restrictions of MOSs that women couldn’t hold. This change was necessary
after women played a critical role in Operation Desert Shield/Storm (Department of Defense
2016) and was backed up by Army survey data found that 10% of all MOSs, nearly 220,000
positions, were closed to women which was limiting the military’s capability (Department of
Defense 2015). Today, the newest ranger class containing two women has graduated and the
Army is waiting to see how the ‘chance’ of putting women in these roles pays off (Myers
2017). The Army’s policy and utilization of women helps to better understand the female
soldier. This will be discussed further when trying to understand how the female solider
came to be.
Military Policy: Progressive or Oppressive?
The research that has analyzed military policy is spilt on whether the military is a
progressive force or if the military acts as an oppressive force on women. On one side,
scholars have pointed that the ‘gender blind’ approach that the military utilizes in times of
need such as the usage of women in the reserves for Operation Desert Shield/Storm and its
implementation of equal opportunity employment through the Women’s Armed Services
Integration Act provides women a space to escape from mainstream society’s pressure of
female roles (Moskos 1988; Fenner and DeYoung 2001). According to Holm (1992), female
participation in the military is essential towards the fight for equality. These scholars
represent the progressive view of female military participation, sharing the ideology that this
participation is in and of itself a challenge against mainstream gender roles (Silva 2008).
Nonetheless, not all scholars view the military’s inclusion of women to be a transgression
against the norm, and some see it as an institution of patriarchal reproduction. Enloe (2004)
claims that the Army’s policy of excluding women from certain positions reproduced the
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idea of men’s work and women’s work leading to highlighted gender differences. However,
this argument may not be applicable with the recent policy change. Be that as it may, many
scholars have supported Enloe’s claim by highlighting that there has been internal resistance
in the military to female inclusion and femininity (Silva 2008).
On the other hand, there are multiple studies that bring forth another argument
contending that the military actually reproduces gender oppression (Herbert 1988; Miller
1998; Enloe 2004). This approach looks at the military as an extension of the patriarchal
oppression of women by empowering women to use their labor but not allowing them the
space to fully be a soldier (Herbert 1998; Miller 1998; Enloe 2004). Vicu (2007) looks at
how policies surrounding the logistics of female inclusion change, most prominently looking
at how the Army reconciled the need for nurses with the families that most service members
had during the changing times of the Vietnam War. Vicu points out that the Army changed
its policy to incorporate the changing feminist ideology, the second wave of feminism in the
1970s fought for a more women in public sphere work, with the need for more service
members. Restrictions, during World War II, were placed on women prohibiting them from
having a marriage and children with a punishment of dishonorable discharged, if they did. As
the Vietnam War began, it created a dire need for nurses that meant that the Army was forced
to change its traditional regulation. Thus, positioning the Army on the progressive women’s
rights side of the debate (Vicu 2007). The Army resisted a completely progressive stance by
creating advertisements, which positioned women in traditionally caregiving gendered roles.
Hence, pushing against the popular ideology that females in the Army were aggressive and
unfeminine (Vicu 2007; Herbert 1998). With that in mind, Albano (1994) takes the stance
that the military is not progressive but rather these policy changes to include family is in
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efforts to preserve the institution of the military itself. This discussion of policy
interpretations provides a framework with which to understand the Army, as an institution,
motivations for female inclusion. Bringing up the questions of under what conditions does
the female soldier see herself within this institution? Does she feel supported or neglected?
Female Soldier Now
Today the Army employs 54,106 enlisted women, making up 14% of all enlisted
personnel. The division of junior enlisted, E1-E5, versus senior enlisted, E6-E9, shows
similar statistics with women making up 15% of the junior enlisted and 11% of the senior
enlisted (Defense Manpower Data Center 2016). This is in stark contrast to the actual
population where women make up around 50.8% of the United States population (U.S.
Department of Commence 2016). Women are not only underrepresented in the Army
personnel but they face internal negative stereotypes from their fellow service members. One
of my interviewees, Jasmine, spoke about this by referring to female soldiers who slept
around or hung out at the barracks5 as “Barracks Bunnies.” A barrack’s bunny is a common
stereotype that has actually been heavily reported within the media and is defined as female
military personnel who has casual sex in the barracks with fellow service members. It is
important to note that this phenomenon does not extend to men but only females reproducing
the female stereotypes in mainstream society of ‘the slut’. By highlighting an internal
resistance to women, Herbert (1998) found that the Army used cadences6 about sexual
prowess and sexual conquering during basic. An Army Cadence is sometimes referred to as a
“Jody Call”; a Jody refers to the man with whom the soldier’s wife/girlfriend cheats with

Barracks is the place that unmarried single soldiers live and is located on base.
An Army cadence is a traditional call and response work song usually sung while the
unit is marching or running.
5
6
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while the soldier is deployed (Johnson 1983). This is important because it shows an
institutional resistance to the family and frames wives of soldiers as cheaters. Thus, a female
soldier holds a contradictory position in the military in that they are expected to sing
cadences that celebrate sexual prowess but are looked down upon when they engage in
sexual behavior. Despite this, Herbert (1998) found that the Army, in particular, fell
somewhere between being progressive or oppressive to women. Her respondents did believe
that the military pressured a more masculine ideology but this was only found within her
respondents who were junior enlisted, E1-E5. The limitation of this study is that Herbert,
because her methodology was a survey, was unable to pinpoint whether the junior enlisted
personnel felt this pressure from the institution itself or by interpersonal acts from fellow
service members (1998:40).
In contrast, Herbert as well as other scholars have recognized the components of the
military that allow for gender to be ‘undone’ or a ‘de-gendered.’ By interpreting the military
institution as having total institution characteristics research has shown that this would lend
the military to perform a sort of de-gendering on female trainees (Hebert 1998). Silva’s
(2008) study of female ROTC cadets shows that the female ROTC cadets constructed the
ROTC space as gender neutral while also holding beliefs that their physical training (PT)
standards were lower rather than different than men. Silva’s (2008) study found that female
ROTC cadets continuously defied and ‘undid’ traditional cultural understandings of females
as week, passive, and sexual by holding high positions, maxing out PT standards, and
skillfully using weaponry. This is important when considering pervious research that said
that the description of the military as gender-neutral is based off of the idea that the
construction of the soldier is in constant opposition of the military’s construction of
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femininity, as discussed earlier, because it calls into question whether women are redefining
themselves outside the cultural pressures of femininity or are they completely ‘undoing’
cultural understandings of femininity. The two constructions of mothering and the female
soldier will allow us to have a deeper understanding into the following section that discusses
the work/family conflict that women face in our society in the civilian and military world.
Work/Family Conflict
When looking at the work/family conflict, it is important to consider the intersection
of gender. In the civilian world, studies have found that the workplace atmosphere is
discriminatory in nature towards women who are also mothers because the workplace
presents long inflexible hours. When women try and ask for more flexible hours to fulfill
both the breadwinner and caregiver role, studies have found that the workplace resists their
push and does not promote them (Williams 2000; Stone 2007). This in turn creates a
work/family conflict by not being able to fulfill both roles simultaneously within the civilian
world.
When the two institutions of the family and the military collide, role conflict is
experience by their members (Segal 1986; Vuga and Juvan 2013; Murray 2017). Research on
work/family conflict has focused primarily on the conflict experienced by military families in
terms of the traditional structure of a dependent female wife and a male service member. The
strain felt by soldiers when they deploy or have long separations affect their commitment to
the military as an institution. Segal and Segal (2013) found that soldiers whose families are
dissatisfied with life in the Army would not perform well in the battlefield. Thus, lowering
their commitment to the military as a whole. This has also been found in other studies that
looked at the health and well being of soldiers in correlation with the well-being of their
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families (Schneider and Martin 1994; Dandeker et al. 2016). It is apparent through this
research that soldiers do experience role conflict that stems from the greediness of the
military institution.
Some research has been done on female soldiers balancing of roles compared to male
soldiers balancing of roles. Segal (1986) argues that custodial single fathers in the Army may
feel a larger role conflict than that of single Army mothers because they are faced with the
inability to fulfill the minimal expectations set forth by the family institution. Vuga and
Juvan (2013) study of the Slovenian Armed Forces echoes similar findings stating that there
are no differences in the balancing of the two roles between genders but for females, there is
less of a perceived work/family conflict than males. The increased experience of work/family
conflict has been exasperated by the entrance of family structures that differ from the
traditional, male as a soldier and female as a wife, in the military with the creation of the All
Volunteer Force (Clever and Segal 2013). Work/family conflict is apparent in soldiers lives
but it is unclear whether the conflict stems from the greediness of the military or the family.
Single Military Family Conflict
The Army provides on-base daycare for all families, and is actually ranked the
highest in the nation, but single parents face unique challenges, as they have to arrange for
childcare outside of the daycare hours when they have to do extra training or schooling
(Clever and Segal 2013). Clever and Segal’s (2013) research has shown that single
parenthood is higher in the military than in the civilian population and that women were
more likely to be single parents than men. When compared to civilian life, research has found
that the Army does provide a higher amount of support in terms of the availability of a sense
of family, community, and physical resources (Bowen, Orthner, and Zimmerman 1993). It
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seems that research is pointing that single parenthood is a growing phenomena in the
military, but the support is better than that of civilian life. This brings up an interesting factor
to consider in my research since I wonder if work stressors will appear as the main factor for
why the single mothers feel pressure to parent a certain way that they do in civilian life
(Quinn and Allen 1989) or does the Army’s support of single mothers counteract those
pressures?
In the military, the commitment to the institution by female service members is
understudied and the work/family conflict is still vague. On one hand, Lundquist (2008)
found that having children resulted in a higher commitment to the organization but produced
a lower quality of life in the military. While Moore (2002) found that there was no significant
relationship between commitment to the military and having children. My research will be
able to illuminate more information about these two vague concepts and contribute to the
literature surrounding the single Army mother.
Conclusion
The key to understanding and situating a phenomenon such as single motherhood in
the army is found through a thorough analysis of the cultural, historical, and academic
context in which this phenomenon takes place. Female soldiers do not see the Army as
strictly progressive or oppressive, rather their experience in the Army is shaped by their
intrapersonal and institutional interactions. Thus, past research and historical context has
helped situate the single army mother but it has also posed important questions that my
research hopes to answer. The Army is a greedy, total, gendered and gendering institution
and when combined with the family, which acts as a greedy, gendered and gendering
institution, it begs the question: which one is greedier? When civilian single mothers feel
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pressure from work and intrapersonal relationships, are those exemplified when the mother
enters another greedy institution such as the Army? My findings, which will be discussed in
the following chapters, hope to answer these questions and provide a more in-depth looking
how the single army mother negotiates between being a mother and a soldier.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Due to the exploratory nature of this study, an interview proved to be the best method
because it allowed access to rich, detailed narratives that provided a holistic view of
women’s perceptions and experiences on single mothers in the Army. Interviews were semistructured with a list of topics (Appendix A) that discussed the participant’s daily life in the
Army, their path to the Army, how they became single mothers, and the perceived benefits or
consequences of being a single mother in the army. These topics allowed for an in-depth
discussion of their individual experience as a mother and a soldier. Rather than looking at a
large sample that would result in generalizability, I chose to limit the interview sample to
twelve women in a variety of places because I wanted the stories of my interviewees to be
prioritized. This allowed me to focus on their stories and experiences
Ethical Research
With any research that involves human participants, it’s important to understand and
address any ethical implications of the project. For a sociological study involving human
participants, the American Sociological Association (ASA) has set forth a set of five general
principles for sociological researchers to adhere to when conducting research involving
human participants (2017). General principle A is professional competence, which states that
the researcher must undertake research that they are qualified for, utilize proper and approved
technique, constantly pursue more education, and consult other researchers when necessary.
General principle B is integrity that tasks the researcher with the responsibility of provoking
trust through their words and actions. General principle C is the professional and scientific
responsibility of the researcher meaning that the researcher must cultivate an environment
that adheres to the public trust of the sociological association by showing respect for
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colleagues even when they disagree. General Principle D is respect for people’s rights,
dignity, and diversity. This principle ensures that the researcher eliminates biases of any
forms while maintaining sensitivity towards others’ differences. Lastly, Principle E is social
responsibility, which entails that the researcher is aware of the potential impact of their
research while also ensuring that the research is used for public good (American Sociological
Association 2017). These general principles are utilized by all sociological researchers to
uphold the ethics of the ASA in efforts to maintain that all research is done for the overall
good of the public. In addition to these general principles, there are strict guidelines enforced
by the ASA as well as the IRB. These include the commitment to confidentiality of subjects
and informed consent.
Informed consent is important when working with human subjects because it makes
sure that there is no coercion or trickery involved in a participant’s participation. Informed
consent also allows for the participant to be aware of any potential risk that may come with
volunteering for this research. In my study, I identified no immediate risks to participants for
taking part in this research. I was able to establish this through my IRB application. To
ensure that all participants were fully informed and willing to participate, I created an
informed consent form (Appendix B) for all to read over and verbally confirm over the
recording.
For this particular research project, a commitment to confidentiality was important
because my participants disclosed information that could be harmful or embarrassing to them
as members of the military. For this reason, I recorded the person under the pseudonym and
kept their email or phone number along with any other identifying information in an
encrypted excel document on my laptop. This ensured that only I would have access to it.
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After all the data was collected, the documents were destroyed. During the transcribing
portion of the data collection, I changed all names used by the participants. This was
essential because the participant’s sometime referred to their children, so I wanted to be
extremely cognizant of keeping the participant’s story confidential.
To ensure the protection of the participants of this study based on the presentation of
potential risk, a research design of the project was submitted to the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) at Wheaton College, MA. An IRB is established to ensure that the researcher is
following all ethical guidelines set forth by federal and institutional regulations. The purpose
of the IRB is to protect human participants from any harm, physical and psychological. The
Wheaton IRB is a group of members appointed by the college president and the Provost’s
Office who ensure that all research conducted through college faculty and students are
following ethical guidelines. My research was deemed to have minimal risk, which means
that the research did not impose more harm than daily occurrences could. It’s important to
state that a complete elimination of risk is impossible. The following sections will discuss
how procedures were used to ensure all potential risk were minimized and ensure that all
participants’ identities were protected.
Participants
To answer the questions left by pervious research, I set out to interview single army
mothers. The participant requirements were that the woman had to be a member of Active
Duty Army with primary care of their children. Due to the change in policy in 2015 that
allowed women to be on the frontlines, I wanted to be able to interview women who enlisted
and were discharged before the change, enlisted and still in before and after the change, and
enlisted during the change. With this is mind my requirements were that participants must
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identify as a woman in the Army, who is currently not in a relationship, acting as the sole
caregiver to one or more children. Social indicators that would allow for the participant to be
included is that the participant must identify as female, be active duty, aged from 18 – 40,
been in the military for over 2 years to account for a possibility of 1 year of training, and not
be in a relationship currently, and have sole custody of the child(ren).
I concluded my research with 12 full interviews, conducted during the summer of
2017. All participants were stationed at a permanent duty station, which means that they were
out of training and had their children in their care as their primary caregiver. Due to my
sampling method, the range of time in the military varied greatly among participants. Almost
half of my participants had been in the Army for 4-8 years and the other half were 15-20
years in the Army. All my participants were an age range of 17 years of each other with the
youngest being 25 and the oldest being 42. The racial variations of my participants were 7
women who identified as white, 4 women who identified as Latino, and 1 woman who
identified as black. The lowest rank interviewed was an E3 and the highest was an E7.7
Topics
For my interviews, I was interested in three very specific things: 1) Why the military,
2) Being a female soldier, 3) Intersection of being a soldier and a mother. The first theme
was focused on understanding the reasoning behind joining the military as well as having the
participant describe what was going on in her life at the time. The second theme was
explored by asking questions pertaining to perceived discrimination, perceived benefits or
consequences, and her experiences as a woman in the Army. The last theme was framed
through the participants’ perception of what being a ‘good mother’ looks like and their
7

A comprehensive chart of participants can be found in the Appendix C
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perception of what being an ‘ideal soldier’ looks like. I also collected general demographics
like rank, age, and race. Through these broad questions, participants were able to make
connections to pervious discussed topics and connections between the two roles. The original
intention of these themes was to understand how women balance the two roles of soldier and
mother. However, the discussion turned into a broader discussion of how women create and
inhabit spaces in institutions that were not, traditionally, made for them while simultaneously
redefining mothering.
Procedure
Over the summer, I was living within a military community located in the southern
United States. I am not a service member but I am classified as a dependent of a service
member with access to the Army base. By living in this environment, I was able to get my
first participants through word of mouth. Then through a snowball sampling technique asking
respondents to recommend others, that resulted in participants from various backgrounds and
permanent duty stations around the United States. Another way that I recruited participants
was through Facebook groups that were connected to military women. One was a general
page titled “Single Military Moms” and another was a wives page for the Army base that I
was living within. I reached out to these two large Facebook groups and was able to post for
anyone who was interested in sharing their story with me.
Participants were interviewed through two mediums. The first was an in person
interview being held in a public space of their choosing usually a kid friendly coffee shop or
their own home. The other way was through Skype. I found in person was easier due to the
ability for the interviewee to continue talking while also talking care of their child, which did
not seem possible to do over Skype. Participants of both interview mediums were given the
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consent form before meeting over email so that they could read over it before meeting for the
interview. To ensure confidentiality, consent was given verbal at the beginning of the
interview on the recording. All participants were given the ability to not be recorded if they
chose not to, however, all gave permission to be voice recorded. After each interview, I
transferred the files from my phone onto an encrypted folder on my password-protected
laptop. The reason for the protection was to ensure confidentiality incase the participant
mentioned their name during the interview.
Interviews were transcribed and field notes were typed and attached to the end of the
interview for data analysis. For example, my field notes consisted of me noting if my
participants presented in a traditionally feminine way, in a traditionally masculine, if they
wore civilian clothes versus if they wore their uniform. My operational definition of
presenting feminine was long hair, make-up, painted or long nails, earrings, necklaces, rings,
or dresses. Contrasting, operational definition of presenting masculine was short hair, short
or unpainted nails, no make-up, and short hair.
With this in mind, I was also aware of my own presentation of traditionally feminine
characteristics. To counter this risk, I maintained a neutral or middle ground with little
outward characteristics of traditionally femininity. I wore shorts and loose t-shirts with my
hair up in a bun. I chose to keep my hair in a bun because this kept with Army regulation
stating that hair has to not touch their collar. I chose to not wear make-up or any jewelry
because in stuck with Army regulation. For me this was important because, when recruited
participants, I realized how protective the army mothers were of who they were and what
they were doing. This meant that there was greater risks of making them feel judged or
uncomfortable by outward feminine presentations. By making my appearance more in-sync
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with their life as a soldier, I felt like it would allow them feel more comfortable sharing their
story with them.
I started to analysis my interview through transcribed interviews with my field notes
attached. However, I found myself unable to code as thoroughly as I could while I listened to
the interviews. With this revelation, I listened to the interviews and marked times that
interviewees stated things prevalent to the three themes listed above as well as others that did
not fit into those three topics. Each time I marked, I transcribed the marked time as well as a
few minutes before and after. After each time was transcribed, I created prevalent themes that
encompassed more than one code. One of the themes was the idea that some single mother
soldiers were viewed as less than soldiers, so the codes that were grouped into this theme
were instances that soldiers experiences this either overt or covertly. After a grouping of
codes into themes, the themes were grouped into overarching concepts. For example, the last
theme and the theme of soldiers being seen as role models were compared to understand why
some soldiers felt one why while others did not. The overarching concept that appeared was a
difference in rank. This allowed me to base my analysis off of difference in rank by
comparing other themes through this lens.
Limitations
While the semi-structured interview method was the most appropriate method for me,
it’s important to recognize the limitations of this particular method. However, I faced the
inability to really understand single mothers place in the military that would have been
provided by a larger sample and an expansion of my participants. My sample size was twelve
because I wanted to be able to prioritize hearing my interviewees stories rather than focus on
generalizability with a larger sample size.
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Another limitation that I faced was the fact that I was not a soldier. This was limiting
in two ways. The first way that this was limiting was that it was hard to gather participants
because they did not feel comfortable discussing this with somebody who was not in the
service. Previously mentioned in the literature review, women in the service can be faced
with prejudice and outside communities do not really understand the military. It was hard to
gain trust even as a dependent of the military and someone who grew up in the Army. This is
why I tried to keep my outward appearance more in tune to Army regulation. I think that as a
service member, it would have been easier to gain a sense of trust in my participants.
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CHAPTER 4: INTERVIEW ANALYSIS
The purpose of this study is to understand how single mothers in the army negotiate
being a solider and a mother as well as how they occupy each role in the seemingly opposite
institutions of the family and the Army. This chapter will present the findings that emerged
from the twelve interviews. Each interview was coded for prominent themes that resulted in
eleven different preliminary codes that were grouped into three overarching themes: role
conflict, self-sufficient kids, and the army as support. During the analysis of my interviews
meaningful differences and similarities emerged from within the sample. Two stories from
my interviews help illuminate the two different types of response that we’re found from my
analysis. We’ll first examine Jasmine and Christina’s story and then explore the source of
differences within the two stories.
Jasmine is a Sergeant, E5, with two young children under the age of 10. Her
hometown is a small Midwest town and is a self proclaimed ‘Army Brat’ because her dad is
retired from the Army. Jasmine joined straight out of high school looking to defend our
country after the attacks on September 11, 2001. She has been in the Army for 15 years and
will be able to retire in five years. Her rank requires her to have the responsibility of being an
overseer to 9-10 lower enlisted service members. She divorced her first husband after she
was pregnant with her first child because she just “fell off his radar.” She became pregnant
with her second child a few years later. However, her boyfriend, at the time, was abusive and
she had to leave him out of the best interest of her family. Currently, she is a single mother of
two young children. During her interview, Jasmine stated a time in the Army when she was
having difficultly reconciling the two roles of being a mother and a soldier. She was working
night shift, a shift that last 6pm-6am where soldiers work 24 hours one week and 60 hours
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the next, and was unable to care for her children due to the intense demands of her job.
Jasmine went to platoon sergeant and asked for a change to the typical workday hours of 9-5
or at least day shift, 6am-6pm. Her platoon sergeant denied her the change and told her that
that is what her family care plan is for. Jasmine stated
I was working shift work and I kept being told that that’s what I have my
family care plan for and I kept being told like that’s what I have to do to make
it work. They wanted me to hire an outside person but like that’s expensive
because it’s a full time job for the outside person because I need to work. I
kept being told that if they army wanted me to have a family then they would
have issued me one.
Jasmine stated remorse in her inability to handle this and take care of her kids
because she already felt as though the military was taken up to much time away from
her kids. But Jasmine reconciled this with the help of other single mothers in her unit
stating,
Luckily me and all the single mothers kinda banded together to help each
other. So if we have staff duty which is 24 hours, they are able to ya know
pick up our kids and watch them and stuff.
This coalition of single mothers were able to be taken off of night shift and were provided as
a sense of support for one another when they had to do monthly overnight shifts such as staff
duty. All of my interviewees were faced with some sort of inflexibility within the military
relating to their family duties. However, there is a clear separation by how they chose to deal
with the inflexibility. Christina’s story will help illuminate this difference.
Christina is a Sergeant First Class, E7, with two children high school aged. Her
hometown is a small Midwest town. Christina has been in the Army for 15 years as well.
However, her rank gives her the title of Platoon Sergeant, which means she is in charge of
numerous squads. This rank has little interaction with the soldiers themselves and acts as a
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liaison between the sergeants and the Senior Non-Commissioned Officers8.Before she joined
the military, she was in the Air Force reserve while her husband served as active duty. After
he was honorably discharged for an injury, Christina wanted to go active. However, he asked
her to not do it because he wanted some stability. Unfortunately, Christina’s husband passed
away suddenly. Christina went active in the Army and attended basic for only four weeks
because she was prior Air Force service. Christina joined and was able to bring her two
children to AIT with her. At her permanent duty station, Christina ended up deploying for
one year. In Christina’s case, she recalls the time that she was granted emergency leave for
her son during her first deployment in Iraq.
When I returned to Iraq, you know totality [time away from Iraq] was like 5
days and I stepped back on that plane you know 4 days then 5 days after I got
back to them and they [commander] were like ‘why are you back? We gave
you two weeks.’ And I was like ‘I know you gave me two weeks but I don’t
need two weeks.’ And they said ‘well you had it.’ And I said ‘I didn’t need
two weeks.’
She prided herself in that it only took four days to sort it out and by the end of the week she
was back in Afghanistan. This is a stark contrast from Jasmine, where she felt a larger
conflict with not being able to be there for her children. While Christina did her motherly
duty, but returned to Afghanistan in less time than she was given. Christina found pride in the
ability to put the solider role first, while Jasmine still inherently struggled with it.
Within these two stories are similarities and differences that stem from their rank and
individual strategies for negotiating gendered roles/responsibilities. The purpose of
juxtaposing these two stories is that each woman has been in the military for a similar
amount of time, 15 years, but they hold different positions within the Army and are faced

Information taken from Army regulation TC 7-22.7 can be found in appendix D to
provide further detail about what this role entails
8
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with two different roles to fulfill. Jasmine’s story highlights what my interviewees, who were
private and junior enlisted, E5 and below9, encountered when trying to balance the roles of
being a mother and a solider; while Christina’s story highlights prevalent themes found in my
interviewees who were senior enlisted, E6 and above. These two stories encompass the
prevalent and salient negotiations that all of my interviewees made between a solider and a
mother. Overarching themes that will be analyzed in this chapter: role conflict differed
between rank, self-sufficient children, and the army as a source of support.
Role Conflict Differed Between Rank
In this section, I explore how women are expected to behave as female soldiers and
mothers. The discussion of these two roles is primarily situated in the environment of the
Army. Within this environment, they are faced with role conflicts that are embedded in their
relationship, institutionally and interpersonally, to the Army.
Expectations within the army defined by rank
Both Christina and Jasmine discuss expectations that are implicitly applied to both
women based on their rank in the Army. In Christina’s case, she recalls the time that she was
granted emergency leave for her son during her first deployment in Iraq stating,
And after [She returned to Iraq after her emergency leave] I became my
commander's driver and we’re doing an inventory check of my stuff and he
stopped right in the middle of it and said ‘can I tell you something?’ And I
realized he was being serious and he’s like ‘I’m really sorry for ever doubting
you’ and I was just like ‘what are you talking about sir?’ and at that point he
expressed how he was feeling when I first got there and he said in his time had
only met a handful of females that didn’t try to get out of deployment and that
I was a good role model for single mothers.

According to Army Command Policy 600-20, junior enlisted soldiers are referred to as pay
grades E3-E4, E5 are referred to as NCOs, and E6-E9s are referred to as senior enlisted. For
the purpose of this study, E5s will be placed in the junior enlisted since there experiences
were similar to those of the junior enlisted. A chart can be found in appendix E.
9
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Her commander deemed her as being a role model for lower enlisted single mothers,
which really meant that they wanted to her to show the other mothers how to put soldiering
first. This was highlighted in 4 other interviewees who were senior enlisted. Another
interviewee Matilda, an E7 in the Army for 15 years, stated that her command expressed this
to her as a “great opportunity for leadership” to set an example to others. Another senior
enlisted, Maria, referred to this more subtly stating, “and another senior NCO just kind of
jokingly said you gotta teach them [other single mothers] your ways.” This language creates
an implicit new role and pressure that is placed upon the senior NCOs.
On the contrary, Jasmine, as well as 7 other interviewees who were junior enlisted,
expressed a different sentiment about the implicit roles that were placed upon them by male
counterparts. Jasmine made brief statements around this topic stating, “I knew what the male
senior enlisted thought of me.” When I asked her to elaborate on what the thoughts of the
senior enlisted were she briefly stated, “negative female stereotypes. Like if the military
didn’t issue you a family you shouldn’t have one.” Herbert’s (1998) study illuminates a
reason why Jasmine was reluctant to elaborate further on the issue of expectations and
pointing to a gendered discrimination within the military. Herbert found that the longer a
woman had spent in the military, the less likely she was to believe that penalties exist for
femininity (1998:51). She elaborates further on this point by stating that this could be
because women who stay in the military longer probably encountered the same penalties as
other women but they have had a longer time to become immersed in the Army culture or in
this case ‘morals’ (1998). The issue of not pinpointing gender-based discrimination was only
an issue in one of my other junior enlistees, Melanie, who has been in for 15 years and is an
E5.
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This phrase “If the military didn’t issue you a family then you shouldn’t have one”
was found in 6 of my junior enlisted interviewees. This phrase provides a sort of constraint
on my interviewees. It highlights a form of control that the Army has over my interviewees’
life. Once again, showing the extent to which the Army is a greedy institution. As a total
institution, the military provides housing, food, training, uniforms, directions on where to
live and numerous other resources for soldiers. The fact that women, and men too, are having
children that were not issued to them by the Army suggests a certain amount of individualism
that might be discouraged by a total institution. This could explain why there is such a strong
backlash against soldiers who do have kids.
My participants informed me that the phrase was usually said in a joking manner as a
response to times my interviewees would complain about their parenting struggle at work.
Thus, creating an isolating work environment where my interviewees felt uncomfortable
speaking about their mothering troubles. Ciara who stated, “The Army is a big family but
like all family you do not necessarily confide in them about everything like they can’t
understand”, best expressed this isolation effect. Despite the fact that the military provides
numerous resources for support both institutionally and interpersonally, which will be
discussed later, the institution tries to eliminate any sort of individuality that it has not
deemed acceptable such as single parents.
Catherine, an E410 in the Army who served for four years with two children,
elaborated on this isolation effect,
Lower enlisted females [junior enlisted] with kids are seen as irresponsible or
less than a soldier I guess. Like it’s a constant strive to prove that you are able

According to the Army Command Policy 600-20, E4s are usually put as second in
command under the E5, they hold similar responsibilities when the E5 is on leave.
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to juggle everything from work to the kids and when you can’t everyone is
just like told you so.
Alex, E4 and mother of one who was in for four years, who was actually part of the coalition
put together by Jasmine to fight for the single mothers in her unit who were doing shift work,
described this expectation well stating, “as a female because most of the males don’t have
this issue it was “oh you’re less than a solider because you can’t be a shift worker because
you have kids.” This brings to light that women in both ranks have unrealistic expectations
placed upon them either through implicit or explicit means.
For the senior enlisted, their rank qualifies them as a role model and places the
expectation that these women will always be a soldier for junior enlistees to look up to.
However, the implicit understanding in the military is that your personal life also reflects the
standards that are set forth in the military. This has been mentioned on the Army’s official
site, GoArmy. GoArmy is a resource for soldiers and potential soldiers that is run by the
United States Army. On the website, GoArmy has a tab referring to the “Lifestyle of a
Soldier”, which list the core values and morals that soldiers follow even when they are not
wearing the uniform. This is important when understanding the expectations placed upon
senior enlisted because they have had a more rigorous internalization of the Army’s
standards. This doesn’t create an isolating effect, like what was experienced by junior
enlistees, but rather it creates a sense of belonging. The senior enlistees are following through
on their position as a soldier in the ways that the Army intends them to.
Another important thing to recognize when discussing these roles is my interviewees
expressed the application of these roles were placed upon them people in positions of power.
In the case of the junior enlisted, this perceived role was placed upon a senior enlisted
member. There was never a direct reference to the sex of the individuals prescribing these
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roles for the junior enlisted. While, senior enlisted personnel were expressed the expectations
of being a role model from male service members, who were either the same rank or higher,
as well as regulation that accompanied their rank.
Perceived place in the Army
The expectations that each group felt was placed upon them framed each group
member’s perceived place in the military. This creates a deeper role conflict that is expressed
differently based on each group’s perceived expectations. For Christina, her perceived place
in the army is described through what I have described as an internal gender separation. My
senior enlisted interviewees chose language that separated themselves from other single
mothers in the Army, stating different ways that other single mother soldiers ‘tried to play the
system.’ This is most prominently highlighted in her following statement,
“I didn’t want anyone to think I was taking advantage of the system and I’ve
learned unfortunately that there are people who definitely do take advantage
of the system who make it hard on the females who want to do it and who
have found balance in this life. Because they just wanna play some ‘poor me’
game and that’s a struggle. If you don’t wanna be in this service then don’t
join it. But they don't want to because that’s their healthcare. But they want
someone to hold their hand and help them through it and that makes if
difficult because people then look at people like me and they assume that i'm
there to yeah [Me: use the system?] yeah use the system.”
Christina uses this opportunity to tell me that she is not a woman that uses the system. From
what I perceived she meant was that she was not like the junior enlisted soldiers who have
the expectation of failing to juggle the roles or not taking their role as a soldier as seriously as
the senior enlisted personnel. Christina was not the only senior enlisted interviewee to claim
this separation. All of them in some form or another referred to themselves and their place in
the military in separation from other single military mothers. Lucy stated that,
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“I’ve seen it be difficult for other women. But it hasn’t really been difficult for
me. I don’t know if it’s my personality type or anything. I just see myself as a
soldier. I don’t see myself as a woman in the Army.”
This is slightly different from Christina in that she does not necessarily pinpoint a specific
group of women in the Army but rather that she completely separates herself entirely. Three
other senior enlisted interviewees referred to the separation from all women. One, Matilda,
confided that she was different than other women in the military because she “put it [Army]
first” and that she was a soldier before she was anything else.
One explanation for this separation can be understood through the hegemonic
masculinity that the Army has adopted. As previously discussed, hegemonic masculinity is
used to instill institutional hierarchy and used to establish gender order. The institutional
hierarchy of the Army shows that if you put soldiering first, as the senior enlistees have, you
will move up in the ranks but if you don’t, as the junior enlistees, have you will face negative
consequences. To refresh, the hegemonic masculinity in the military is aggressive, goaloriented, competitive, and disciplined (Acker 1992; Barrett 1996). These all seem to be
similar characteristics to what my senior enlistees have stated, which could contribute to the
internal gender separation felt. It is an adaptation of the hegemonic masculinity that the
Army socializes into its members.
Another explanation can be seen through Berger and Luckman’s (1966) theory of
social constructionism can be used to explain this because the micro interactions that the
senior enlisted women experience everyday provide them with interpretations that they are
not like the other women in the Army by what commanders and fellow service members say
to them. Polly’s statement on her interactions with her fellow service member illuminates this
theory,
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“Okay, but now I get this like assignment from one of my co-workers and he’s
like I have the great opportunity where I can set a great example and show the
younger single mothers like how to do it basically where you can still be in
the army and still be a mom from my senior NCOs”
It is clear that Polly’s interaction with her fellow service member makes her feel as though
she has a responsibility towards the lower enlisted soldiers to be a role model, as well as the
pressure felt from her male co-workers and superiors to continue modeling this behavior.
This was discussed previously in the section before, however, this acts as a gender separation
as it puts her above the other women in her unit. Although this separation does not seem as
implicit as the previously quoted interviewees but rather an explicit role that is intertwined
with her rank.
While the senior enlisted interviewees’ felt as though they had an equal standing
ground with the men they worked with, my junior enlisted interviewees felt the opposite.
They spoke of traditional societal gender roles that were still prevalent in the Army. Jasmine
spoke of this when she was fighting to be taken off shift work with other single mothers in
her unit stating,
It’s that mentality like if you’ve ever heard it “If the army didn’t issue you a
family, then you shouldn’t have it.” But it’s easier with the males because
their wife can stay home with the kids.
In this statement, Jasmine makes it very clear that if male soldiers have children then they do
not have primary custody or have a significant other for support. Thus, making the male
father soldier’s job easily fulfilled while the female mother soldier’s is not. The feeling of not
being able to fulfill one’s job was a common feeling among my junior enlisted interviewees
as well as the feeling like there was an implicit bias towards them. Hence, the expectations
that were placed upon junior enlisted personnel that was previously discussed. Melanie, an
E5 with one daughter, highlights this perspective by stating,
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I realized that I should be a sergeant first class but I couldn’t do that because
of the path I took in life and that’s that. But there definitely is a bias towards
single mothers in the army
It’s important to recognize the difference between how the senior enlisted and the junior
enlisted feel towards the Army because it informs my research on how their experiences
shaped this perspective.
From my interviews, I think this perspective stems more from their given control of a
situation that is only available through a higher rank. Thus, my senior enlisted interviewees
referred to numerous situations where they were able to stand up for themselves when a
fellow service member talked negatively about single mothers. For example, Matilda
blatantly says that she is held to a higher standard than the junior enlisted. While Polly points
towards a tangible example of this stating,
For instance, a senior ranking person in our unit has made comments in front
of me about single mothers and realized I was standing there and standing
back tracking.. like “It’s not you but there are some” so since him and I have
had a conversation about it and he has since changed his way of speaking
about it. But I can definitely see how there is some basis against it especially
with the oldest males. Not so much the females, although there are some.
The senior enlisted interviewees, when faced with adversity or resistance, had the power
within the military to stand up against fellow service members. Whereas the lower enlisted
did not feel comfortable nor did the power dynamic work in their favor to stand up to the
senior enlisted who would criticize them. The understanding of my interviewees perceived
place in the Army stems from the expectations set by their rank and the power given to them
by their rank to be taken seriously.
Ideal Soldier and Good Mother
When I discussed these two questions about how my interviewees define being a
good mother and a good solider, I received very different response from my interviewees
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who were senior enlisted versus those who were junior enlisted. My senior enlisted discussed
being a good mother in terms of being an ideal soldier. Matilda compared the description of a
good mother to the NCO, non-commissioned officer, creed11 stating,
That you will be fair and impartial when doing rewards and punishments and I
think that stands true fro being a good mother as well. Like you have to
balance and that’s what being an NCO is like as well
This sentiment was echo by all 5 of my senior enlisted interviewees. This is important and
pulls together a similar sentiment described by Herbert (1998) who stated that women who
were in the higher ranks in the military adapted their ideals towards military standards than
those who were not. Seemingly, the conflict between mother and soldier was not evident in
my interviews and rather the two roles blended into the soldier taking the primary role.
Soldiering becomes a sense of empowerment that can be used in motherhood as well. This
ideology can also be used as a resistance to the intensive mothering ideology put forth by
Hays while also un-doing traditional motherhood ideology.
Conversely, Jasmine, lower enlisted, discussed her role as a mother and how the
Army benefitted that or not. When we discussed this, Jasmine’s demeanor changed. Her body
language became closed; her tone became sad and regretful. Jasmine stated, when answering
the question of an ideal mother,
“You’re there when your kid wakes up and goes to sleep. Like cookies
always. And I was always disappointed in myself because I was not that mom.
I was not always there when they went to bed or went to school or got home
from school. And like now I try my best like my oldest does gymnastics and I
try to go to every meet and every practice. But I can’t and I try to remind my
kids that I do love them and that they are special… Ya know, I love the Army,
I love being a soldier. But how long can I do this to my kids like all the
moving and stuff. The thing is though I don’t know how to be anything but a

Non-Commissioned Officer, Creed from the United States Army Website is in the
Appendix F
11
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soldier. That’s all I know. I don’t have a degree or anything and wouldn’t that
be worse?”
This quote highlights how the conflict between intensive mothering and the needs of a greedy
institution caused struggle within my interviewees’ lives. The military, as a greedy
institution, functions by making members feel as though the institution is their only option.
This function juxtaposed with the unrealistic ideology of intensive mothering causes
unresolved role conflict, which affects my junior enlisted interviewees’ sense of self. Jasmine
continues describing this struggle when we discuss her future plans and whether the Army
was included in those or not.
“But I would say within the last year or so that’s it’s become more difficult
because the Army has basically broken me. [When I interviewed Jasmine, she
had a broken foot] I have arthritis. Like one of my biggest fears is not being
able to dance with my child so it comes down to I love what I do in the
military but how much longer can I stay in and be a good parent? Because my
oldest has been through 3 deployments, 2 moves, and me being gone for 6
months for school. Every time we move she ask me why I am doing this and
making her move? And it’s like how much longer can I do this to her? Like as
a parent, I don’t know if I can do it anymore but as a solider I love it.”
All of my interviewees, who were lower enlisted, no matter the length of service,
experienced this same role conflict. However, when faced with our society’s ideology of
child-centric mothering, my interviewees experienced a role conflict that was also embedded
in their sense of self. Resulting in many feeling guilty, like Jasmine does, about staying in the
military for as long as they have or being away from their kids for periods of time. Thus, my
junior enlisted interviewees experienced a lower commitment to the Army by wondering if
they should leave.
Self-Sufficient Kids
While there are many differences between the definitions of mothering employed by
the senior and junior enlisted soldiers, they share in common an expectation and pride in their
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children’s self-sufficiency. One interviewee Lucy, an E4 with two children, laughingly
stated,
You know my kids are really self-sufficient. My 10 year old knows how to
cook his own food and my 5 year old can make their own cereal – without
milk, of course, because the milk goes everywhere.
This was important for her and there was a sense of fulfillment when she spoke about her
kids. The fact that they were able to make their own food and do their own things at such a
young age was something that she was proud of. Another interviewee, Christina, reflected
this sentiment stating,
My kids were latch key kids. We had a secret knock and a preprogrammed
phone. But they were so good on their own and definitely, for better or worse,
matured quickly. I made sure they were self-sufficient and that’s really cool
when I talk to other military wives and they tell me that they do this and that
for their kids. I like to talk mine up ya know [laughs].
For me, this was important to notice because there is a sense of accomplishment through
being a mother for both groups of interviewees. Furthermore, it served to be important
because the discussion in the interviews centered greatly on their role as a soldier and their
identity in the military. However, when they did talk about their kids, 10 out of the 12
interviewees referred to their kids as being self-sufficient and seemed to brighten up telling
me about it.
The Army as a Source of Support
The last similarity felt between my interviewees was that the Army acted as a sense
of support both institutionally and interpersonally. The Army’s immense benefits were a
topic of conversation for most of the reasons why my interviewees chose to join or stay in the
Army. The Army’s benefits include financial, medical, housing, and job security. One of my
interviewees Catherine stated,
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I joined the Army after prior service from the Air Force because my exhusband ran my credit into the ground and put me in tons of debt. I had two
kids and the situation was just too bad to keep them in. So I signed up for the
Army because I could provide them with everything that I wasn’t able to in
civilian life
Four other interviewees echoed this sentiment as well. All were in non-ideal situations trying
to find a way to provide for their children. Christina discusses joining the army as a way to
spend more time with her kids stating,
Before I went into the army I sat them down and I said, ‘Look, you see how
much I’m working now.’ And they said ‘Yeah,’ so I said ‘I can stop working
like this and be a normal civilian but you’ll probably spend more time with
grandma because I have to work a lot because I have to keep a roof over your
head, food in your bellies, or I could join the army and be gone for a year at a
time but when I’m home you’ll know I’m home.’ And after that, every year I
would ask how they felt about it and they always told me the same thing. They
would rather me be gone for a year than be gone all the time.
This quote highlights how the Army is perceived as a sense of tangible support that would
not be accessible in a civilian life, which was also prevalent in my junior enlisted
interviewees. However, this was not the only source of support that was provided for
staying/joining the military. Many other interviewees spoke about the Army as a sense of
emotional support and a source of empowerment. Jasmine referred to both of these types of
support two times in her interview stating,
“The guy I was with was really abusive. So I got the balls - as the Army likes
to say – and found the strength to leave that situation [long pause]. I was
really lucky to have really great leadership at the time and I reenlisted because
that was the best option at the time.”
This quote also highlights the gendered aspect of the military. Since the term “I got the balls”
is connected to bravery which connects to the ideal warrior that is socialized in the Army
though basic training (Barrett 1996; Karner 1998). On the other hand, the theme of abuse or
traumatic experiences faced by my interviewees is an unfortunately prevalent theme; all but
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one of my interviewees spoke about a hard situation they faced either right before they
enlisted or when they were reenlisting. Their solution to the traumatic experience and the
numerous strains it caused was the Army. As Jasmine states, she had great leadership within
her command so she found a sense of support and strength through that. Other interviewees
found that the financial, medical, and housing provided by the Army was the best form of
support after what they experienced.
This seems to be connected to the pervious stated research that agreed that military
policy was progressive for women (Moskos 1988; Holm 1992; Fenner and DeYoung 2001).
However, Albano’s (1994) findings that the military’s effort to include family policy is an
attempt to preserve the institution seems to also be at play here when looking at how the
resources given are juxtaposed next to the interpersonal experiences that was discussed above
about army not issuing a family to soldiers. It is unclear which side the Army falls on,
progressive or oppressive, as interpersonal relationships do not fully reflect what the
institution’s policies are. However, the resocialization process of basic training may be the
issue here in that the policy has changed but the ideological changes has not accompanied it.
Conclusion
According to Herbert’s (1998) study of women in the Army, the relationship between
rank and the pressure to feel masculine was felt more by junior enlisted personnel than any
other sector. The analysis in this chapter provides further support for this theory in that the
junior enlisted personnel are more likely to experience role conflict between being a mother a
soldier. The junior enlisted personnel were able to identify more role conflicts while also
experiencing more backlashes for their status as single mothers when compared to the senior
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enlisted. The following chapter will provide a discussion on possible reasons for the
contrasting experiences by rank.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
My research question was looking at how the single mother soldier negotiates
between being a mother and a soldier. The findings from my interviewees were interesting;
as I was not expecting the division of experiences in rank but moreso in the years that one
had been in the Army. This chapter will discuss possible explanations for these findings
based on theories and past research.
The difference between the senior and junior enlistees experience was based on the
idea that the senior enlisted were seen as a role model for enlisted personnel ranking below
them. Some of this is based off of their rank description and what is expected of them.
According to Army regulation TC 7-22.7, an E7 has “an enormous effect on how young
officers perceive NCOs for the remainder of their career” and they “teach and train collective
and individual tasks to soldiers in squads, crews, or small units” (Department of the Army
2015:4-21). However, their focus is primarily on how officers, or commissioned soldiers, feel
about the NCOs. It’s apparent that they don’t necessarily have direct access to soldiers.
Unlike the junior enlisted NCOs, E5, who have direct access and impact on soldiers
(Department of the Army 2015). The other junior enlisted, E1-E4, are tasked with specific
daily task that are required by their MOS (Department of the Army 2015). This is where the
experience of senior enlisted being pressured to be role models seems to be coming from
interpersonal relationships more than regulation.
Based on this observation, one possible explanation for the role conflict that was more
experienced in junior enlistees than senior enlistees is that there is a difference in job
responsibilities. As seen above, the senior enlistees tend more to officers and act as managers
for the units. Thus, engaging more as a role model for the officers than for the enlisted. While
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junior enlistees are engaging with specific tasks and roles that, in some MOSs, require larger
time commitments and unconventional work schedules such as shift work. For example, in
most careers there is a separation between home life and work life. This is not the case for
the military. For senior enlistees to get promoted and held as role models, the intersection of
work and soldiering is almost total (Moskos 1988). The two roles cannot be separated due to
the immense amount of commitment that the Army, as a greedy institution, requires from its
members. For junior enlisted, specifically E5s, the separation is felt at a larger capacity than
that of the senior enlisted. For E5s, being directly in charge of soldiers mean that they have to
be at random drug tests for their soldiers, if their soldier has to go to court their E5 has to
attend, and if the solider has to go to the hospital then their E4 or E5 accompanies them.
These demands place a lot on E4s and E5s, as they are on call 24/7, which could contribute to
the role conflict felt among the junior enlisted.
Another difference that was experienced was the soldier’s perceived place in the
Army. Senior enlistees felt as though they were not to be considered as anything other than
soldiers and they made a gender separation from other female soldiers in the Army. While
junior enlisted felt like they could not fulfill their role of a soldier in the Army. Lastly, the
conflict between being a good mother and an ideal solider was different. For senior enlisted,
it was reconciled by viewing the role of a good mother through the lens of the Army’s values.
On the other hand, junior enlisted experienced a harder time reconciling the two roles and
experienced a lower commitment to the Army.
One explanation for this difference experienced among rank is the internalization of
the Army’s values. In Matthew Desmond’s “On the Fireline” (2007), he coins the term
organizational common sense, which is a set of uncontested beliefs that dictate how a person
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behaviors and speaks within the institution (117). Desmond (2007) states that when members
accept the organizational common sense then members begin to think as the organization
thinks and accepts the roles it assigns, then the members are able to “function within it as
productive members whose productivity, of course, contributes to the reproduction of the
organization’s common sense” (118). This could be an explanation for why there is a
division of experiences in how my interviewees negotiate their roles as a mother and a
soldier. The senior enlisted, in order to move up in the ranks and be promoted, have
committed to the organizational common sense of the Army. This means that they have put
soldiering first, as referred to in the NCO creed and the Army’s values, and they have
committed to the gender blind ideology of the military. This is seen in their internal gender
separation between them and other female soldiers as well as in their refusal to not refer to
themselves as women in the Army but just soldiers.
In contrast, organizational common sense can also explain why the junior enlisted
experience a greater role conflict and feel as though they cannot fulfill the role of the soldier.
My junior enlisted interviewees have not adapted the organizational common sense of the
Army. The Army is a greedy institution meaning that it exercises extensive control over their
members’ lives. By Christina, a senior enlisted soldier, only taking four days to tend to her
son while deployed to Iraq, she showed her commitment to the military and her commitment
to being a soldier. Whereas Jasmine was unable to work shift work because she wanted to
take care of her kids, she failed to commit to the Army and to soldiering in the way that was
implicitly expected of her. The differences between rank seem to tie into which women adopt
the characteristics and values of the greedy institution more, which in this case seems like the
senior enlisted have adopted the characteristics more than the junior enlisted.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
My study, exploratory in nature, focused on understanding an understudied and
underrepresented population of women. Through this study, a presentation of motivations,
behaviors, and choices of single mothers could be gathered in an effort to provide a more
holistic understanding of this particular group. This research began as a way to understand
the ways single military mothers balance the expectations of the soldier and the mother with
a personal desire to bring their experience into academic discussion. To study this complex
relationship, I chose to focus on single Army mothers as each branch of the military could
differ exponentially with different expectations and regulations. The Army was the chosen
branch for two reasons: 1) I had direct access and experience with the population and 2) the
Army has the largest active duty female population (Department of Defense 2016).
Additionally, there was a distinct lack of sociological research on the single mother soldier in
the Army when compared to the other branches.
Throughout this paper, I have attempted to provide a logical framework to situate the
female soldier and the mother in modern day society. As with any social science research, the
limitations of the study are important to recognize. For this particular research, it is unable to
be generalized to the entire single mother population in the Active Duty Army because my
sample size was only twelve participants. If the sample size was larger, the findings would be
able to be generalized more clearly than with my research. However, it was important to have
a small sample size because my research was more interested in hearing the stories and
gaining in-depth knowledge of these women’s experience than generalizability. With this in
mind, by looking at the past research, history, and theoretical implications, a variety of
conclusions can be drawn from the data.
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The first key finding is that there is a real difference in rank when comparing
experiences of E3-E5s, junior enlisted, and E6-E8s, senior enlisted. Junior enlisted
experienced a larger role conflict between the role of the mother and the soldier. They stated
a lower commitment to the Army and had a harder time feeling like they could fulfill the
soldier role. On the other hand the senior enlisted experienced the pressure of being a single
mother role model to the junior enlisted, an intragroup conflict where the senior enlisted
chose language that separated them from other female soldiers, and they experienced a
smaller role conflict where the senior enlisted assumed the soldier as the primary role.
One possibility for this rank difference is the difference in job responsibilities
between junior and senior enlisted. Another possibility for this difference is the adaptation of
organizational common sense was higher in the senior enlisted soldiers than in the junior
enlisted soldiers. Lastly, the possibility that the adaptation to the greediness of the Army was
higher in senior enlistees than in junior enlistees could explain the difference. Since senior
enlistees moved up the ranks, their adaptation to the greediness may be better reconciled
because they have more control over their situation such as more conventional work hours
and the ability to stand up for themselves.
The second key finding was two similarities that were experienced by both groups of
my interviewees. The first was self-sufficient children and the second was both groups saw
the Army as a support. These are important to recognize because they become a concept that
is not necessarily situational based like the rank differences but moreso an experienced that
could be a general single Army mother experience with a larger sample size.
For future research, I would be interested in looking at the experiences of single
mother commissioned officers versus enlisted single mothers. Commissioned officers have
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more control in their Army experience and also come into the Army at a more prestigious
rank than enlisted members. The reason for my interest in control is based off of the findings
from the enlisted rank differences. The big difference in rank seems to be the amount of
control the solider has over their Army role. Thus, by studying commissioned single mother
officers versus enlisted single mothers, it may illuminate this further. Another idea for further
research would be to expand the sample size of this study and have a larger variety of women
in for different lengths of service. Due to the limited sample size in my study, I was unable to
really look at how length of service affected their experience as most of my women were in
for 10+ years. Further research should also utilize a larger sample size that looks at the
intersection of race and single motherhood din the Army. My sample, due to its size, was
unable to fully and accurately explore this. Lastly, further research calls for a comparison
between single active duty enlisted mothers with that of single active duty fathers. This
would provide a more in-depth understanding of the gendered world of the military.
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APPENDIX A: Interview Questions
Name:
Age:
Number of Children:
Race:
1. How long have you been in the Army and what is your current rank?
2. What was going on in your life when you joined the army?
a. What were you looking for?
b. What did you think the Army was going to provide you?
c. Did it live up to your expectations?
3. What do you want people to know about being a woman in the Army?
a. Was it different than your expectations?
b. Do you face any benefits or consequences from being a woman in the
Army?
c. What about when compared to your male colleagues?
d. What is the most misunderstood aspect of your job?
4. Would you mind telling me your story of how you became a single parent in the
military?
a. If they were a single parent before the military:
i.
What did you do before the Army
ii.
What are the main challenges you faced as a single mother
before joining the Army?
iii.
Did the Army improve those challenges?
iv.
What other challenges arose by being in the Army as a single
mother?
b. Do you have the sense that others disapprove of your career choice? Or
your family structure?
c. Did you find it easy to talk about your parenting struggles at work with
your co-workers?
i.
If you couldn’t talk to your co-workers, why?
ii.
Who did you rely on for emotional support?
5. What are the best programs the Army has for you?
a. What are the worst?
i.
Any policies you would like to see changed or improved and
why?
b. Do you feel as though the Army has a established an adequate support
system for you and your family?
6. Did considerations about having a family shape your military career?
a. Did your Army career shape your plans for a family?
7. Could you describe an average day in your life to me?
8. How would you describe a good mother? 12
12

Edin, Kathryn and Maria Kefalas. 2005. Promises I Can Keep: Why Poor Women Put Motherhood
before Marriage. Berkeley: University of California Press.
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a. Is it harder for women in the Army to be good mothers than in other
lines of work?
9. How would you describe being an ideal soldier?
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APPENDIX B
Single Mothers in the Army Study: Informed Consent Release
Wheaton College Sociology Department
Principal investigator
Kayla Sifre
Sifre_kayla@wheatoncollege.edu
409-440-6688
Faculty Advisors
Karen McCormack
Katherine Mason
McCormack_karen@wheatoncollege.edu Mason_katherine@wheatoncollege.edu
Wheaton Institutional Review Board Secretary
Meg Kirkpatrick
kirkpatrick_meg@wheatoncollege.edu
My name is Kayla Sifre and I am an undergraduate in my senior year at
Wheaton College (MA) studying sociology. I am inviting you to take part in my
research study that will look at single mothers experience in the United States Army.
The study will look at the narratives of single mothers in the Army focusing on how
they balance the expectations of being a mother and a soldier. You will be asked to
share your story with me on a tape recorder. The recorder will be through the voice
memo app on the iPhone. This will take one hour of your time.
All information will be kept confidential and anonymous. I will only collect
your name, a point of contact, current age and year you entered the Army. The first two
will be destroyed after I am done collecting data, by the end of August. Until it is
destroyed, the identifiable information will be located in an encrypted excel
spreadsheet that assigns each participant a study code. I will be the only one to have
access to this document . This will act as a master document of names and phone
numbers that will contain the study code that links the information to the document
with the pseudonyms. You will be assigned a pseudonym on the tape recorder for the
interview. Any personal information will be removed. The recordings will be
transferred on my computer and loaded into an encrypted zipfile, which only I will
have access to.
For this study, there are no known risks to your participation. There will be no
direct benefit to you for your participation in this study. However, I hope that the
information obtained from this study may shed light on single mothers in the Army.
Your participation in this study is voluntary. It is up to you to decide whether or
not to share your story and participate. You are free to withdraw at any time and are
free to do so without providing a reason. If you withdraw from the study before data
collection is completed, your data will be destroyed.
If you have any questions at any time about this study, you may contact my
faculty advisors or me. Also provided is the contact information for the secretary of the
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Institutional Review Board at Wheaton College, you may contact Meg Kirkpatrick if
you do not feel comfortable coming to me or my advisors with the question.
CONSENT
I have read and I understand the provided information. I have had the opportunity to
ask and discuss any questions that I may have. I understand that my participation is
voluntary and that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time. I understand that I
will be given a copy of this consent form. I voluntarily agree to participate in an
interview for this study.
Participant’s print name ____________________________ Date __________
Participant's signature ______________________________ Date __________
Investigator's signature _____________________________ Date __________
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APPENDIX C: Comprehensive Participant Chart

Name

Pay
Grade

Time in
Service

Race

Age

Christina

E7

15 years

White

42

Jasmine

E5

15 years

White

35

Catherine

E4

4 years

White

27

Matilda

E7

15 years

Hispanic

34

Melanie

E5

15 years

White

33

Polly

E7

20 years

White

38

Maria

E6

7 years

Hispanic

25

Ciara

E4

6 years

Black

26

Alex

E4

4 years

White

27

Lucy

E6

8 years

Hispanic

27

Sydney

E4

5 years

Hispanic

26

Ashley

E3

4 years

White

25
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APPENDIX D: Taken from Army Command Policy 600-20 1-6 page 4
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APPENDIX E: TC 7-22.7 pages 4.20-4.22
Sergeant Major of the Army
This is the senior SGM grade and designates the senior enlisted position of the Army. The
SGM in this position serves as the senior enlisted adviser and consultant to the Secretary of
the Army and the Chief of Staff of the Army.
The Command/Sergeant’s Major Role
a. The CSM is the senior NCO of the command at battalion or higher levels. The CSM
carries out policies and standards on performance, training, appearance and conduct of
enlisted personnel. The CSM gives advice and makes recommendations to the commander
and staff in matters pertaining to the organization. A unit, installation, or higher headquarters
CSM directs the activities of the NCO Support Channel. The support channel functions orally
through the CSM or 1SG’s call. The CSM administers the unit NCO Development Program
(NCODP), normally through written directives and the NCO Support Channel. As the senior
NCO of the command, the CSM is the training professional within the unit, overseeing and
driving the entire training program.
The CSM assists the commander in determining leader tasks and training for NCOs.
b. The SGM is often the key enlisted member of the staff elements at battalion and higher
levels. The SGM’s experience and ability are equal to that of the unit CSM, but leadership
influence is generally limited to those directly under their charge. The SGM is a subject
matter expert in his technical field, primary advisor on policy development, analytical
reviewer of regulatory guidance and often fulfills the duties of the CSM in the incumbent’s
absence. SGMs also serve in non-staff and leadership positions such as Special Forces Team
SGM, instructor at the Sergeants Major Academy or as the Senior Enlisted Advisor.
The Master/First Sergeant’s Role
The 1SG is the senior NCO in companies, batteries and troops. The position of 1SG is similar
to that of the CSM in importance, responsibility and prestige. As far back as the
Revolutionary War, 1SGs have enforced discipline, fostered loyalty and commitment in their
Soldiers, maintained duty rosters, drilled, and made morning reports to their company
commanders. Since today’s 1SGs maintain daily contact with and are responsible for training
and ensuring the health and welfare of the entire unit and Families, this position requires
extraordinary leadership and professional competence. The MSG serves as the principal
NCO in staff elements at battalion or higher levels. Although not charged with like
leadership responsibilities of the 1SG, the MSG dispatches leadership and executes other
duties with the same professionalism as the 1SG.
The Sergeant’s First Class Role
a. While “Platoon Sergeant (PLT SGT)” is a duty position, not a rank, the PLT SGT is the
primary assistant and advisor to the Platoon Leader, with the responsibility of training and
caring for Soldiers. The PLT SGT helps the commander to train the Platoon Leader (PLT
LDR) and in that regard has an enormous effect on how young officers perceive NCOs for
the remainder of their career. The PLT SGT takes charge of the platoon in the absence of the
PLT LDR. As the lowest level senior NCO involved in the company mission essential task
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list (METL), PLT SGT teach and train collective and individual tasks to Soldiers in squads,
crews or small units.
b. SFC, may serve in a position subordinate to the PLT SGT or may serve as the NCOIC of
the section with all the attendant responsibilities and duties of the PLT SGT. A PLT SGT or
SFC generally has extensive military experience and can make informed decisions in the best
interest of the mission and the Soldier.
The Staff Sergeant’s Role
SSGs lead squads and sections and are a critical link in the NCO support channel. As a first
line supervisor SSGs live and work with Soldiers every day and are responsible for their
health, welfare, and safety. These leaders ensure that their Soldiers meet standards in
personal appearance and teach them to maintain and account for their individual and unit
equipment and property. The SSG enforces standards, develops, and trains Soldiers in MOS
skills and unit missions. SSGs secondary role is to support the chain of command through the
NCO Support Channel.
The Sergeant’s Role
SGTs directly supervise Soldiers at the team level. The counseling, training, and care
Sergeants provide will determine the outcome of battles won on the field and issues that
develop during home station operations. SGTs are the first line leaders who have the most
direct impact on Soldiers. SGTs also serve as the first line of the NCO Support Channel.
NCO privileges are shown below. NCOs will— (1) Function only in supervisory roles on
work details and only as NCO in charge (NCOIC) of the guard on guard duty, except when
temporary personnel shortages require the NCO to actively participate in the work detail. (2)
May be granted privileges by their respective commander in order to enhance the prestige of
their enlisted troop leaders.
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APPENDIX F: Found in TC 7-22.7 Page 1-8
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